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INSIDE:
A Splash of Fun  
for Every Budget  
Create a home splash park at any 
budget with these options!

The Backyard Bedroom 
Set up a comfortable  
and enchanting sleep space  
in the great outdoors of  
your own backyard.

Colorado Safari Properties, LLC
P.O. Box 812
Erie, CO 80516

Thank you — always — for supporting us and  
our business. Your referrals mean the world to us.

Natalie Quaratino 
Managing Broker 720.633.4223

Raechel Taylor 
Broker Associate 720.518.7100

Colorado Safari Properties

Neighborhood March 2019 March2020 April2019 April 2020

Total Sales 70 66 55 63

Turnover Rate .89% .84% .7% .8%

Avg. Sale Price $516,752 $523,977 $519,555 $544,449

Avg. Days  
on Market 57 47 37 30

Appreciation/ 
Depreciation Rate N/A +1.4% N/A +3.91%

Absorption Rate* 72% 72% 57% 65%

% Sale Price  
of List Price 98.8% 98.9% 99% 99.7%

Source: REColorado/Matrix, IRES, March 2019 as compared to March 2020, and April 2019 as compared to April 2020.
*Absorption Rate = Sales/Available Inventory

Whats new with Real Estate?
This month’s Safari report is all things Erie during the Covid-19 pandemic. We’re showing numbers from March and 
April of this year against March and April of last year, and the results are fairly surprising.

While overall sales dropped in March, they actually increased in April despite the stay at home orders. This confirms our 
research and is in line with the greater Denver metro area, which is experiencing fewer buyers and sellers as a whole, 
but also reflects a housing market which is moving even quicker than before. Why? Because the less serious or ‘casual’ 
buyers and sellers have exited the market, leaving only the real players on the field.  This reality is putting properties 
under contract with fewer showings, and creating an even more competitive buyer pool than before. 

The calculations reflect an average of only 30 days on market (DOM), including new-build properties listed in the 
MLS, which are notorious for sitting active 100 days or more.  In this environment including the new-builds, the offset 
of properties going under contract in 10 days or less is very high to bring the average DOM to 30. This confirms the 
seriousness of buyers in the market.  The data also shows strong numbers and increases in sales price, appreciation rate, 
absorption rate, and percent of sale price to list price. 

If you or someone you know is in the market to buy or sell a house, we at Colorado Safari Properties have the tools, 
knowledge, masks, gloves and sanitizer wipes to get you and your friends happily to the closing table! Take care and be safe! 



TYPE OF SHELTER If you prefer sleeping under the open sky, 
keep a tarp handy in case of rain. Or you may want a space 
to protect you from the occasional thunderstorm or blustery 
winds. To create your own sense of shelter, use an existing 
patio, deck or pergola, if you’re lucky enough to have one. 

Modify your sleep space to meet your needs by considering a 
few of these inexpensive options: 

• Awning 
• Overhang 

• Tenting 
• Netting 

• Draperies 
• Tarps 

Dress up your pergola with draperies or scarves, or use a shade sail, tenting or pop-up 
canopy on your deck or patio for an especially elegant environment. 

If you decide on draperies or a thin awning, consider investing in a rain-proof covering that 
can be easily applied to your sleep space. There’s nothing as relaxing as sleeping outdoors 
in a rainstorm… but take cover if thunder or lightning comes along.

THE BED Now that you’ve annexed your ideal outdoor spot, it’s time to choose the perfect 
bed or chair to relax in. Go for a simple, comfortable mattress and box spring, or get creative 
with a day bed, couch, recliner or pool chairs. Comfort is key. Choose whatever helps you 
enjoy nature and fully relax. 

AMBIANCE With the big questions addressed, have some fun decorating your outdoor haven. 
Do it your way! Whether you include accent furniture, a natural fiber rug, indoor/outdoor 
carpeting, or drape colorful scarves, the sky is the limit. 

Don’t forget to consider amenities such as music and charging options for whatever devices 
you bring along. Take an extra moment to decide on lighting. Relax by moonlight, string 
lights, tiki torches or candlelight. Speaking of candles, strategically-placed citronella can 
help with ... 

PEST CONTROL No one wants annoying bugs encroaching on their special, meditative 
space. You can try citronella candles, bug spray, netting, electric zappers or more 
natural methods such as essential oils to keep away any unwanted night visitors.

A backyard sleep space lets you maintain your personal comfort while enjoying nature. If you have 
the means and the space, let your imagination run wild as you craft your perfect nighttime getaway.

If you live in Colorado, you already enjoy our pleasant summer days. Yet 
the Front Range offers plenty of beautiful, temperate nights to extend 
your outdoor pleasure. Whether you’re thinking of sleeping directly 
under twinkling stars or cuddled up with a little more shelter to enjoy 
the night breezes, setting up a backyard sleeping space adds ambiance, 
interest and value to your home. 

THE BACKYARD
BEDROOM

apartmenttherapy.com/ 
before-after-pamelas-sleeping-porch-sweet-peach-164984

jihanshanum.com/ideas-to-update-your-porch-and-patio

Temperatures are rising, which means it’s time to plan a splash of fun! Your budget 
shouldn’t be a factor when it comes to getting wet and wild, so we’ve put together the 
ultimate home splash park plans for every price range. 

High Capacity Water Blaster,
bit.ly/HC_Water_Blaster
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Y  H2O Blasters Blast friends and family with these water guns. Buy the whole case, or 
call ahead for individual pickup. bit.ly/H20_Blasters

Oscillating Sprinkler Don’t spring for a dedicated splash pad when a good sprinkler is  
just as fun! Worried about puddles? Try laying down a tarp to protect your lawn.  
bit.ly/Oscillating_Sprinkler

Racing Slide Get competitive with this two-lane water slide! bit.ly/Racing_Slide

Intex Swimming Pool At 8-feet wide and 30-inches deep, this pool is big enough for 
everyone to splash around. Add some pool noodles for floating and splash wars!  
bit.ly/Intex_8Pool

High Capacity Water Blaster The 2-liter capacity of this gun means less pausing to  
fill up. Set up some themed inflatables for cover! bit.ly/HC_Water_Blaster

Splash Blob Whether you’re looking for a cool place to lie down in the sun or a  
bouncy water slide, the blob has plenty of room to keep everyone entertained. 
Attach your hose for built-in sprinkler fun! bit.ly/Splash_Blob

Black-Out Water Tunnel If you’re looking for a more traditional slide, squeeze 
through this tunnel on your way to the splash pad at the end.  
bit.ly/BlackOut_Water_Tunnel

Inflatable Canopy Pool Don’t get burned by the hot sun; lounge comfortably  
under the canopy. So affordable you can get two: one for the loungers  
and one for the splashers. bit.ly/Canopy_Pool

Water Balloon Launcher Ammo up by filling 100 water balloons in less than a  
minute, then send them flying with this slingshot. Don’t forget refills!  
bit.ly/Balloon_Launcher

15-Foot Pool The only way your swim time gets better than this is at the water park.  
Include the whole family with room to spare, then when you’re finished, cover up  
the pool until you’re ready for another day of fun.  bit.ly/15_Pool

Water Park & Bounce House Can’t decide what you want to do this summer? Do it all!  
This easy-to-assemble inflatable has everything from a water slide to a net for  
whatever sports you want to play. bit.ly/Bounce_House

Speed Ramp Water Slide Launch yourself across this three-lane slide, or use it as  
a wet dance floor. We won’t judge. bit.ly/Speed_Ramp_Slide
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A SPLASH OF FUN
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